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Abstract: This paper was written as a reflection on the development and trends on research as well as study of Japanese history in several countries in the context of the development of Japanese Studies on a global level. Education and research on History of Japan was expected to always not static, obsolete and always on the development oriented to the novelty and dynamics following the state of the art. This paper was specially prepared for Curriculum workshop of the Department of History Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Indonesia. This paper was written based on review of various secondary sources of research results on Japanese History that are considered relevant in the footnotes.
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1. Introduction

The process of developing history education should be oriented to good scientific quality and a good history education curriculum is needed. A good history curriculum in accordance to the character of higher education, which is critical, dynamic and based on the state of the art, will undoubtedly provided a valuable benefit for the development of history education that is always dynamic and based on scientific principles. Therefore theoretical framework, concept, historical philosophy, methodology and other supporting sciences such as language are needed. The mastery of languages related to the search and discovery of historical sources in form of facts and written or oral data that have to be presented by lecturer or researcher of history study. In this case, a historian is required to master the supporting field of study including languages, archives and utilization of cutting-edge information technology.

2. Literature Review

I was studying in Japan (in 1980s) and preparing thesis and later dissertation under supervision of Professor Yasumaru Yoshio. He never asked “what theory and who, what method will be used in thesis or dissertation research?” The professor simply asks, “Have you understood the concepts in history?” “To what extent have your topic been examined by others?” “Is there a possibility of finding something new or important things to enrich the results of research or studies in place?” “Is there a new theory to be built as a result of research, or correcting, rejecting previous research results?” In this case, it was clear that what the Professor wanted to emphasize was the substance of a research, the “originality” and new findings in the historical research topic despite particular topic has been studied previously by past researchers. Therefore, theories and methodologies that have been produced by previous historians should have been studied by themselves. These are the steps taught by Professor Yasumaru.

3. Typology of Historiography

Based on Kojiki’s writing historiography (The oldest recorded Japanese writing, written in 712) and Nihonshoki (a kind of Japanese chronicle, written in 720), as well as Kokushi (Japanese state history written in the previous century), they are theocratic and mythical. They are not apart from religious teachings and beliefs for functional purposes that strengthen the political power of the ruler. This kind of historiography is not much different from the

---

1 State of the art in this term is translated as “historical approach of scientific history” in its dimension that became vein to connect historical sequences, because it shall never be completed, as there shall be unelaborated or undiscovered historical sources.

2 In 2013 Yasumaru selected works were published. (Yasumaru Yoshio Shō Zen-Rokkan, consist of 6 volumes, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten.


"Brunian and Guicciardinian streams" that placed history as a propaganda tool for fostering a spirit of loyalty to the kingdom and the State.

The Renaissance – began in Italy in the 14th century then extended to other European countries in the 17th century – produced humanist thought that "doubt" the teachings of Christianity, in Japan precisely the closure of the country (sakoku) that stop the influences outside entrance to Japan. Sakoku politics (closed country policy) nourished the development and establishment of military feudalism under Bakufu Tokugawa government. Historical writing at that time was still largely mythical oriented rather than rational, although it was pioneer of hermeneutic interpretation approach. Kojikiden's writing (Koji interpreted hermeneutically and annotated is one example).

The raise of enlightenment (or aufklärung) era in Europe in the 18th century, impacted Japan a century later, especially after the Meiji Restoration in 1868, known as the BunmeiKaika(civilization and enlightenment)movement that tends to westernization. Historical writing began to show the "Rankenian flow", (Leopold von Ranke) that focused on the objective of history as original sources, official, and used hermeneutic methods systematically. FukuzawaYukichi, a Japanese intellectual in the Meiji period, in his book Bunmei no Gatryaku(General Line of Civilization) used critical science and attracted great attention to his day. Historical writing in the Meiji period began the focus on substance and focus of individuality, equivalent to the different human and societal traits (idiosyncratic). In other words, historical research has entered a special, specific study; regardless of equation, redundancy and "simplification".

In the Meiji period (1868–1912) and the Taishō period (1912-1926), modernization and industrialization of Japan not only raise political issues, but also raise various economic, social, ideological, and other issues. It seemed that the flow of "Annales" pioneered by FernandBraudel in France since 1929 was also "contagious" among Japan’s academics at the time. Interdisciplinary or structural historical research began to be widely practiced. Moreover, Braudel's structural approach influenced many historical researchers in Japan. The mutual "overturn" between fields of anthropology, sociology, economic and geography that characterize the flow of "Annales" among non-Japanese researchers, researched Japan in history, politics, economics, society and culture.

Max Weber (1864-1920) classical methodology of social sciences, which used ideal type (abstract type), have indeed helped historians in research. However, in factual, it turned out that many ideal types have no factual basis in the context of history. In the Japan’s context, Weber's analogy of capitalism born to the spirit of Protestantism, followed by Robert N. Bellah in his Tokugawa Religion, which explained that Zen Buddhism ethics had major influence on the development of Japanese capitalism (exemplifying thinkers such as Suzuki Shozan and Ishida Baigan). Bellah's opinion and conclusions were criticized by Maruyama Masao, on modernization concept in Bellah formula, where it was not in accordance with Japan’s fact and condition. Maruyama's objections include: ‘Universalism as intended by Bellah was difficult to materialize in Japan’s society, because of the tendency of particularist Japaneseness to focus on loyalty to certain group and their leader, from the Emperor's level down to the family level’. In other word, 'a functional universal Christian ethic was inadequate for Japan’s society'. The theoretical framework of modernization that Bellah used cannot be applied simply in Japan case, which could lead to rationalization and modernization. Economic development had to be related to the universal development of political democratization and ethical.

Based on my observation, the apparent trend in historical studies in Indonesia, theories and methodologies developed in Higher Education are still oriented to theories and methodologies developed by Western historians, although the topic was increasingly diversified. Many novice researchers "touched" just like certain expert theories were then theories were applied in the research, although the topic or problem in the study was "far from fire". Based on this case, it was possible to "corrupt data and facts" and even distortion to historical sources in order to obtain the result of research in line or in order to answer the question of the problem of research using referred expert’s theories. The biggest mistake in this way of research was that sometimes research results did not match the theories and methods used where theories and methods are described longer than the substance of the results. In this condition, I often found imitated research or just quoted texts from here and there, including theories built by other researchers. Various theories and methodologies used by historians should have been embedded in every history lecturer or historical researcher in an effort to remain at the state of the art of history study. However, it must be admitted that, ideally, every historian should be able to realize the state of the art on the field or historical topics that they research.

4. Substance and Theories

In general I would say that, specific character of historians who were educated in universities in Japan were constantly searching for topics and consistently doing further research to produce in-depth, specific and "original" research. In

---

9 Some examples on historical topics that considered as state of the art in certain timeline are as follow: Yasumaru Yoshio, in history of social thoughts an peasant movements in Japan (since 1970s), Maruyama Masao, in history of political thoughts in Japan (1960s – now), Robert Bellah, in history of feudalism in Japan (1980s – now).
other words, they seek for more substance as major concern to Japanese historians, rather than developing new theories or methodologies to find new discoveries and new theories. In theoretical books and historical methodology of the work of the History of Japan, which grew up in the writing *trilations* of History at Japanese universities, discussions about Leopold von Ranke, Braudel, Luis Gottschalk, Anthony Giddens and Christopher Lloyd's "structurism" and "agency" theory often used as reference in Education and Historical research in the academic circles of History of Indonesia. This condition was not so prominent in historical research institution in Japan. They focus more on historical research on undiscovered, specific and deep topics.

Topic search means revealing certain topics from different perspective and scope, and it may build new theories and methodologies as a result of the research. In other words, they research first and then build the theory. The built theory is sometimes analogous to existing theories and there are also differences and even anomaly. In the social history perspective, the analogy of theory is possible because of structural structures which are analogously synchronized analogically.

5. Historical Matrix and Continuum

Great historical topics researched such as those by Kenneth G. Henshall in field of civilization, culture, politic, economic, social, ideology, thought, literature, language, etc. are continuously narrowed and deepened in later stages of study and research into smaller sub-topics. For example, the history of monarchy in Japan is researched further in sub-history of *Shoen* history, the history of noble families, the system of land rent, the 'social class system', feudal transaction system; in various scopes and periods, both national and regional, such as feudal provinces (*Han*), within the district (*Ken*), to the village (*Mura*). Of course, in the source of the research, they also used imperial archives, government reports (*bakuflia*), city archives, village records related to population, taxes, production, figures including journal of certain figures and so on for other fields and topics. This kind of historical details can be the basis of historical research on undiscovered, specific and deep topics. This was due to the micro discovery found except for changes in technology, politic, social culture, which are dynamic, faster, complex and have multi dimensional perspectives. Even so, the great correlation between Japanese history and other terms of Introduction to Japanese History have not changed much despite discoveries of micro-diachronic historical sources and the expansion of certain topics. This was due to the macro diachronic, the great subject of Japan's history, focusing on major events, major figures and periods in macro context (Reversal or period of conventional Japanese history, or in the form of historical Thesaurus).

6. Trend of Study and Research

An increasing wave of powerful globalization in 1980s has significant impact in field of trends and orientation of new fields of study characterized by "soft" (flexible in a...)

12 *Shoen* was farmland developed in Nara era by group of noble people under order of the Emperor, cultivated by peasants and a supervision office was built in every *Shoen*.
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16 Conrad Schirokauer and Miranda Brown, (2013), *History of Japan’s culture and civilization* [was in the scope of interlink with China’s history and culture]. Australia: Wadsworth.
18 One of comprehensive textbook of Introduction to History of Japan was made by Kenneth G. Henshall, (1999), *A History of Japan: From Stones Age to Superpower*, New York: St. Martin's Press
multidisciplinary approach), especially in field of social sciences, culture, literature, others 19. Historical science cannot be separated from this condition. The condition of "diehard" (persistent with conventional theories and approaches) 20, is sharpened by more current scientific methods 21, as well as current "pragmatic", "soft" and more open conditions to new theories and approaches which is synchronic, multi-disciplinary, as has been done by the sociologist of Japanese historian Chie Nakane as an example 22.

7. Trending topics

There are several methods to find out the trends in Japan’s historical research on various level and dimension, including checking through the internet, attending various seminar or conferences, reading books or historical writing in various journals, observing the rank of best selling Japan’s history books, which are generally promoted on the Internet. Another good way is to become members of Association of Japanese History or Association of Japanese Studies in national and international level and intensively follow the activities of the associations 23. Topics that remain a trend in historical research can be categorized into more general mainstream topics such as George Samson's work 24 and more specific non-mainstream topics such as the history of language as studied by BjärkeFrellesvig 25.

Carl G. Gustavson in “A Preface of History” identified six mainstream histories. G. Gustavson, has indeed developed in the study and research of Japan’s history since 1960s. Topics of economic history as mainstream: among other real multidisciplinary topics such as silk road history, Japanese migration to America that gave birth to generations of issei, nisei, sansei, (first generation, second and third generation) of the Chinese-Japan (in its economic interests), various labor strikes in regions, and so on are still interesting topics for Japan’s historical researchers 26.

Another trending topic was religion as mainstream: Buddhist entry to Japan 27, spread of major religion to various countries through silk route 28, new religious movements in Japan, Tenrikyo (in the Meiji Era), Aum Shinrikyo (1980s), politic in religious context or otherwise examined among

There are various topics of Japanese history that are "imitated" into topics and titles of comic (manga) and animation (anime) 29 stories. Packed in such a way that it seemed as if it was an authentic historical event, but it was not the real substance of history, and accentuated the historical zeitgeist. On the other hand, there are also substantive historical events, told comically, in form of historical comic books such as the story of Karl Marx and Lenin which have been translated into Japanese 30. There are many comic or literary stories that told history of famous figures in Japanese history with historical background, but in general only the zeitgeist was depicted, but the character of the perpetrator was partly authentic where the events, data and many facts were imitative, imaginative, or fictitious. For beginner of the Japanese history study, these kinds of works make it difficult to find authentic history although the subject would be easily understood. Therefore, an understanding of Japanese history in general as fundamental of subsequent studies is absolutely necessary.


20 Tsucydides-Lucianus-IbnKhalidun-Bodin-Mahy-Voltaire-Ranke: They are frontier researchers in historical writings with conventional historical method; they had few similarity in term of: data collecting, data analysis, separation of real and mythical data, including to rediscover stories so it could be close to reality.

21 Ernest Bernheim-Langlois, Signobos (Francis), Johnson, Nevins (AS), Bloch, Renovin; they are researchers with expertise in modern (scientific) historical research. They have similarities in term of: (a) selection of subject of research, (b) collecting necessary information, (c) testing sources to define truth/not, (d) “quoting” sources.


24 Richard Appignanesi, (1981), For Beginners Marukusu (Marx) For Beginners Reenin (Lenin), Tokyo:GendaiShoukan. One example of good historical comics. It describes the struggle of Karl Marx and Lenin, published theories in their works. Certainly, dialogue in the comic is short and supported by limited argumentation and review. This is still good comic for beginners who wanted to understand Karl Marx, Frederick Engels and Lenin, the comic book is good as the illustration is proportional based on historical pictures. The comic has been translated into Japanese.

25 I am still as member of Academic Board of Association of Japanese Study in Indonesia (AsosiasiStudi Jepang di Indonesia – ASJI) since 1990, steering committee of JSA-ASEAN (Japanese Studies Association in ASEAN), since it was established in 2006 at National University of Singapore, as founder and with other scientists in Japanese Studies in ASEAN countries and still member of Steering Committee until now. Aside of that I am also asked as member of Board for Translation of International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken=Nihon Bunka KenkyuuCentau), Kyoto in subject of translating Japan’s documents into foreign languages including bahasa Indonesia, since 2007 until now.


30 Ikuo Higashibara, Christianity In Early Modern Japan: KirishitanBelief and Practice, 2001
others by Roy Stars 31 are mainstream topics that remain actual32. The spirit of capitalism as part of Protestant Ethics from Weber's thesis also derived analogy to the Japan’s context in Robert N. Bellah’s research, as mentioned above 33.

Another topic was institution as mainstream, among others: feudal government institution of Bakufru 34, Han 35, state institutions such as parliamentary history 36, imperial history 37, educational institutions 38, economic such as the history of companies 39, topic of political party institutions such as the history of the formation of political parties in the Meiji Era, political party organization as investigated by IrokawaDaikichi 40 and in Indonesia by I KetutSurajaya as bachelor's degree thesis in 1975, where after several revision and improvement were published in 1984 41. This topic was the only topic in the study of democratic movements and thinking during the Japanese transition from feudal society to modern society in early Meiji period studied and published in the Indonesian language.

Technology topic is also a mainstream where Meiji era was a time of massive industrialization and modernization, from feudal society into modern society 42. Modernization required support of economic growth and transformation from traditional into modern society 43. Marius B. Jansen elaborated the modernization of Japan comprehensively 44. The social and political turmoil during Tokugawa to Meiji transition period, as examined by Elise K. Tipton 45 and MikisoHane 46, remained an inspiration to the next modernization study.

Ideology as mainstream in history research among others was extremist movements that are ideological, including the movement of nationalism and democracy 47. I KetutSurajaya conducted a research on democratic movement during Taishō period that focused on intellectual thought of Yoshino Sakuō 48. Militarism, radical ideology movements in Meiji-Taishō-Showa Period and others remain an attractive option among Japan’s history researchers. The Japanese-Russian War (1904 – 1905) was a war that stemmed from economic, political and ideological interests that have so far attracted the attention of researchers, moreover this war left many issues between Japan and Russia even when the Pacific War was end on the Kurl and Etorofu Islands disputes located on Northern of Japan 49. Military as mainstream topic: The raise of samurai class at the end of the Heian Age as told by Karl F. Friday 50, Bakufru Kamakura, BakufruAzuchiMomoyama, Military Cabinet along the Taishō-Showa, military regime during the occupation as told by Iris Chang, The Rape of Nanking 51, the presence of Japan’s organization in war like student army told by Emiko Ohnuki-Tierne and also Kamikaze Diaries 52. This included the history of Japan in war with other countries such as RanaMitter, China's War with

31 Roy Stars, ed.(2021),Politics and Religion in Modern Japan; Red Sun, White Lotus, London Macmillan: Palgrave
46 MikisoHane, (1982), Peasants, Rebels, and Outcasts: The Underside of Modern Japan, Pantheon Books; First edition, 336 pages
51 Iris Chang, (1998),The Rape of Nanking: The Forgotten Holocaust of World War II,Random House
Japan, the subject of Japan’s occupation of China and other Asian countries, Japan’s defeat in military strategy during World War II and Pacific War, the destruction of Hiroshima in autobiography, are attracted topic for researchers.

Individual as mainstream topic was generally related to the role of figures in history which included their thought and role in society, political, economy, and others. In general, revealing the role of a person and those close to the person as narrated by Mark Ravina, The Last Samurai. The transition from feudal society to modern society at the beginning of Meiji was still quite interesting to be revealed with topics such as great figures researched by Fukuzawa Yukichi. The transition of power from Tokugawa to the Meiji Emperor is also quite interesting as told by Ryōtarō Shiba, The Last Shogun.

Gender as mainstream topic was focused on gender issue in human life. The Heian Murasaki Shikibu diary of Genji Monogatari still attracted attention and even the English edition was published in 1996. Sex rape by Japan’s occupation armies during Pacific War known as Juguun Kanfu was in great demand by gender activists who seek data on brutality of Japanese army against the Philippine woman as told by Maria Rosa, in Comport Woman. The history of Women’s Magazine, Fashion Maiden, Female Novelist were highlighted in researches by Barbara Molony and Kathleen Uno. Generations related to age as mainstream also remain attractive to researchers, including the history of youth pioneering (seinens), youth figures in Japanese literary works of Yukio Mishima was well-told by Henry Scott Stokes.

Social classes as mainstream was researched in the context of history of transformation and dynamic of social classes with historical approaches, such as: the history of the birth of Shinokosho (group shi = bushi, samurai; nou = nounin, peasant; kō = kōsaarun, artisan and shō = shōnin, merchant), samurai class figures as told by Shōtarō Ikenami, the Story of Tokugawa Ieyasu in two volumes were quite interesting. Similarly, ideological movements such as Genyōsha, Kokuryukai in the Meiji period still remains attractive to political history enthusiasts. The peasant uprisings against the landlords in Edo's Era was observed by Stephen Vlastos in Peasant Protest, the samurai's moral teachings narrated by Thomas Louis, the notion of nationalism in the agricultural context was narrated by Thomas RH Havens and many others could be trend for young researchers.

Ethnic and racial as mainstream are still interesting subject in historical research with anthropological approach. The history of Chinatown by Eric C. Han was about the history of the Chinatown city of Yokohama. The poverty of the community by Martin Dusinberre, the history of the capital by Judith Clancy when Exploring Kyoto, as well as history of the Japanese village (Nippon mura). The gray side of Japanese modernization like race discrimination attracts.

---

59 Mark Ravina, (2003), The Last Samurai: The Life and Battles of Saigo Takamori, Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
66 Shooarawokenami, (2012), Tokugawa Ieyasu, 1.2, Chikuma Bunko.
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social historians who use anthropology and/or sociology in their approaches.76

Myths as mainstream: Between myth and ideology is quite interesting in an effort to understand the spirit of the Japanese who glorify the Emperor based on these myths and dimensionless modern ideology that developed Japan into a modern, militarized and fascist state. Traditional myths or thinking are even attached to various Japanese modernization figures, though they are fighting for the thinking and even the ideology of Western democracy, such as Yoshino Sakuzō who lead the research in the Taishō Period.77

Culture as mainstream: In general it can be said that the study and research of Japanese cultures were quite widespread in various countries. From the diachronic side, synchronous Japanese studies and cultural studies, especially cultural history have begun from prehistoric, ancient, medieval, modern and contemporary cultures. Of course the massive cultural transformation known as the bunmeikaika in the Meiji Era has attracted attention of historians especially since 1960s. Hōkenshakai (the feudal society) the influence of external culture or inter-culture78, popular culture79 including fashion history80, culinary and others in the historical context are increasingly in demand by young researchers.

In addition to above mentioned mainstream, there are other mainstreams such as relation between countries: diplomacy81, conflict82, World War I, World War II, Pacific War83, Cold War84 and others.85 The mainstream approach can be in the interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary approach.

8. Conclusion

Trends in studies and research of Japan’s history in a global context can be summarized as follows: the development of Japan’s historiography is broadly analogous to the historiography development in Europe and America. History studies for beginner focused more on mastering concepts in their various dimensions, studying the chronological thematic threads (historical introduction). Historians with the tradition of historical education in higher education in Japan focus more on in-depth research and specific topic so that there are dynamic and interpretation of the historical sources that enrich historical truth. As the Japanese study progressed in various countries, research topics are increasingly focused on specific areas, especially popular culture.

9. Future Scope and Challenges

Generalization and analogy of a general theory are not suitably applied to the condition and history of Japan. Japan's specific historical topic, remain attractive to foreign researchers, in context of Japanese studies. The challenge of the Japanese historical activists in the future was to solve or create methodologies for the development of historical sources, facts and data gathered in big data on the Internet. The challenge to seek more data for student and researcher are to be able to use IT and verify source of history in big data.
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